
CEROS/DEROS accessories CEROS DEROS

MIN6519111 Bracket kit to fasten the power supply to Mirka vacuum cleaner

MIN6529211  Velcro straps

MIN6519411 Vacuum hose

MIRO accessories

8394018811 Hose protection device

8394018611 18 mm medium interface

8394018621 22 mm medium interface 

Dust extractor 915 accessories

8999799111 Clean up kit

8992510211 Dual operator kit for two hoses

8999700211 Dust bag

Pad protectors: Prolong the life time of the backing pad. Change only the pad protector instead of the backing pad.

8295412111 125 mm pad protector 8/8 + 1holes

8295612111 150 mm pad protector 67 holes

8296712111 225 mm pad protector for Flex and Festool

 
Quality from start to finish

 
Accessories completing the solution 

KWH Mirka Ltd
66850 Jepua, Finland
Tel. +358 20 760 2111

www.mirka.com

KWH Mirka Ltd was founded in 1943 in Helsinki, Finland.
Mirka is a world leader in abrasives technology innovation. 
We offer a complete range of high quality abrasives, 
a wide range of supplementary products and complete sanding systems. 

Mirka today. All production is located in Finland and it is highly automated. 
More than 90 % of the products are exported and sold in more than 80 countries. 
More than two million discs leave the factory every day.

Save time and money  
with truly innovative products:  
Mirka Total Solutions

Construction and decoration surface finishing
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Abrasives Key tools for productive sanding

Abranet® Gold Mirlon Total® Mirka® Handy Mirka® DEROS Mirka® CEROS Miro 955® Dust extractor 915

A sanding net with thousands 
of holes provides a phenomenal 
dust extraction
- long lasting, no clogging due to 
the innovative net solution
- all-round product: suitable for
filler sanding, wooden and 
painted surfaces and composite 
materials

A durable, high quality all-
round paper product
- designed to prevent clogging 
and pill forming, which results in 
an optimal sanding result
- very well suited for high speed 
sanding in a multitude of appli-
cations

A strong, aggressive and extre-
mely flexible product
- long lasting products
- suitable for profile sanding and 
de-nibbing between coats

For small surfaces and filler  
sanding
- ergonomic, easy to use  with 
one or two hands
- designed for sanding of  
smaller surfaces and filler joints 
between boards 
- optimized for sanding with 
Abranet®
- for dust-free sanding, 
connect to dust extractor

Direct Electric Random  
Orbital Sander
- ideal for a multitude of san-
ding tasks
- extremely light weight, com-
fortable to grip and easy to use
- the brushless motor is powerful 
enough to maintain a constant 
speed under load
- requires minimal maintenance
- optimized for sanding with  
Abranet®

Compact Electric Random  
Orbital Sander
- ideal for a multitude of sanding 
tasks
- extremely light weight, comfor-
table to grip and easy to use
- the brushless motor is powerful 
enough to maintain a constant 
speed under load
- requires minimal maintenance
- optimized for sanding with  
Abranet® 
- 22 V motor, delivered with power 
supply

Powerful and efficient, for 
larger surfaces 
- easy to use with a flexible, 
225 mm sanding head 
- two lenghts: 150 cm and 100 cm
- carbon brushes can be exchan-
ged from outside
- optimized for sanding with 
Abranet®
- suitable for walls and ceilings

Versatile industrial 
dust extractor
- automatic electric start,  
adjustable suction 
- an earthed hose 
connection to eliminate static 
electricity in the hose
- push&clean function for 
cleaning the filter
- fleece dust bag included 
- available as M- and L-class

With Mirká s net sanding products  
you save time and work practically dust-free

Mirka Total Sanding solutions 
– makes your work easier and faster

Mirka abrasives, machines and accessories – the best solution for sanding


